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#### Production Sets

**Top Accessory Set Production, KK.0041533**
- Includes: K2.0034178 1x Low Mode Support LMS-4
  - K2.004062 1x Top Extension Bracket TEB-1
  - K2.0023519 1x Center Camera Handle CCH-5
  - K2.0033734 1x Square Accessory Sleeve SAS-1
  - K2.0033859 1x Viewfinder Mounting Bracket VMB-5

**Production Support Set - Side, KK.0041534**
- Includes: K2.0033571 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R
  - K2.0033973 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1L
  - K2.0034189 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension
  - K2.0023907 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7
  - K2.0034182 1x Articulated Mounting Plate AMP-1

**Production Support Set - Bottom (19mm), KK.0041535**
- Includes: K2.0023549 1x Compact Bridge Plate CBP-5 (19mm)
  - K2.0015896 1x Bottom Dovetail Plate 300mm/12in

**Production Support Set - Bottom (15mm), KK.0041536**
- Includes: K2.0023836 1x Compact Bridge Plate CBP-6 (15mm)
  - K2.0015896 1x Bottom Dovetail Plate 300mm/12in

#### Lightweight Sets

**Lightweight Support Set - Top, KK.0041537**
- Includes: K2.0034179 1x Universal Adapter Plate UAP-3
  - K2.0024062 1x Top Extension Bracket TEB-1
  - K2.0024066 1x Lightweight Camera Handle LCH-1
  - K2.0034554 1x Balance Harness Adapter BHA-1
  - K2.0023948 1x Lightweight Support LWS-5
  - K2.0006186 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-3
  - K2.0013302 1x Viewfinder Cross Pipe

**Lightweight Support Set - Side, KK.0041538**
- Includes:
  - K2.0033571 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R
  - K2.0033573 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1L
  - K2.0034189 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension
  - K2.0023907 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7

**Lightweight Support Set - Bottom, KK.0041539**
- Includes:
  - K2.0024745 1x Bridge Plate Adapter BPA-6
  - K2.0024161 1x Compact Shoulder Pad CSP-2
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